Centre for Business Ethics and CSR


Our dynamic and research focused Vice Chancellor has initiated establishing many centres of learning in many areas of education and one of the centre established is corporate governance. Professor Bharat C. Dalal Founder professor of IIM Ahmedabad is has taken the initiative to develop corporate governance research centre as a honorary director.

To develop this centre honourable, dynamic vice chancellor Dr. Akshai Aggarwal and Professor Bharat C. Dalal organized a seminar for GTU Deans, Directors’, Senior Professors, and Corporate stalwarts on Business Ethics and Corporate Governance system, on 14\textsuperscript{th} December 2012. Mr. Kaushal Mehta CEO And founder Motif India invited as a key notes speaker of the seminar.

Dr. Akshai Aggarwal gives his views, plans for various research centres and his vision for the development of corporate governance centre. He also emphasized implement governance in the education system and encourages various participants to contribute for the further development this research centre.

The participants were enlightened by Mr. Kaushal Mehta. He shared real life examples from his vast experience across the globe and taught them the lessons of the execution of corporate governance. He discussed the various issues and practical applications of corporate governance at different levels in various types of organization. He also gives his lessons how to practices corporate governance in any institutions.

Professor Bharat C. Dalal put forward concrete plan for running corporate governance research centre. He clearly showed the path to nurture, enhanced and to flourish this research centre to turn Gujarat into global learning platform of education centre. He displayed some current examples of unfair practices applied by corporate and justified the need of right governance in this area. The SAL Institute management grabbed the opportunity and presented
a life time achievement memento to Prof. Bharat C. Dalal as a token of his contribution on the field of management.

Professor Shakunt Jadav from SAL Institute of Management thanked all the dignitaries and participants for making the seminar a grand success. Dr. Mala Kamdar, faculty of SAL, anchored the entire program. The participants had shown keen interest in keeping up the series of seminars and to make continuous improvements by knowledge sharing.